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ABSTRACT

Developing a model for determining the functional effectiveness information criterion for expert system learning to determine the state of cybersecurity, while taking into account known statistical and distance clustering indicators of cyber threats, cyber-attacks (CA), anomalies and also errors of the third type, that may arise in the recognition of complex targeted CA on critical computer systems, including the transport sector.

The model for determining the functional effectiveness information criterion of machine learning expert system is developed. It is based on modified entropy and Kullback - Leibler divergence information criterion at clustering features of CA and anomalies that can receive an incoming fuzzy classified learning matrix, that is used as an object of the study, and to build correct decision rules for recognizing complex CA. Tests of the developed expert system were conducted. It is established that the proposed model can significantly increase the anomalies and CA detection effectiveness under constant increase in number and complexity of the destructive influences on computer systems information security.

The model for determining the functional effectiveness information criterion capable of self-learning information security expert system is developed. It takes into account potential errors of the third type that may arise and accumulate during the learning of the intellectual system of complex targeted CA detection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades cybersecurity (CS) becomes one of the most topical problems in society upon which, in particular, all modern computer systems depend. It is critically important, in particular, in industrial, energy, communications, transport and related sectors. Experience from recent years shows that cyber criminals are increasingly using unique, as yet unknown IT industry malware, vulnerabilities and methods of cyber-attacks (CA).

The transport sector information and communication environment (TSICE) is oriented towards engagement with other sectors of the economy to reduce delays in cargo transporting, processing vessels, containers, rail cars and other cargo through the use of electronic invoice information systems, ‘Client-Bank’, e-business and others.

Within the framework of the national and international transport industry (TI) information programs of leading countries, modern complexes of information systems, information management systems and automated control systems (ACS) are created.

Active TSICE expansion, especially in the segment of mobile, distributed and wireless technologies is accompanied by the emergence of new threats to CS. The threats are real, since criminals have the potential to intercept passwords, individual files, geolocation information, broadcast audio and video data, and control Wi-Fi networks, webcams, road, railway and airport information boards.
It is possible to resist the constant increase in number and complexity of the destructive effects on computer systems, particularly in TSICE, using adaptive intelligent cyber threats recognition systems (ICTRS).

Development and implementation of the adaptive algorithms and models in ICRS remains one of the existing problems in further increasing CS systems operation effectiveness.

The term «adaptation» in ICRS can be interpreted as a process of deliberate change in the structure, algorithm or parameters of the system in order to improve its functioning effectiveness. The relevance of the work is in creating and researching an expert system (ES) with implemented adaptive algorithm of complex anomalies and CA recognition. A developed ES is based on models and algorithms of the intelligent learning technologies that can increase the probability of complex targeted CA detection within the known and new classes of CA.

2. LITERATURE DATA ANALYSIS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The growth of interest in the problems of CS and information security (IS) in the last decade has caused a surge of research in developing effective systems of cyber threats (CT) detection and prevention. In particular, many publications emerged, devoted to the ICRS synthesis based on the finite automata theory [1], machine learning theory [2, 3], neural networks [4, 5], Bayesian networks [6], genetic algorithms [7], fuzzy logic [8] statistical data analysis [9]. But most of the existing works devoted to the issue of CT recognition cover only basic CA signs. That, in particular, is due to the complexity of determining the information distance between individual characteristics. This task in the works [10, 11] proposes a solution by applying clustering of the previous signs. As a measure of objects proximity in the process of clustering the Bayesian information criterion [12], the Kullback – Leibler divergence [13, 14], or informational entropy as a basic indicator of the attack are used [15]. But unfortunately, the authors examined only a certain class of CA, which narrows the applicability of proposed models in modern ICRS.

Many authors mark as promising research related to using different Intelligent Systems and Technology (IST) in detection of threats, anomalies and CA in CS tasks. In particular, it is proposed to use the potential of these systems: expert (ES) [16]; decision support [17, 18], adaptive [19, 20].

Previous studies were mainly presented only as formal mathematical models and were not implemented as able-bodied software. Such systems are still under development and unfortunately most of these works do not cover the issue of evaluation of errors of the third type that can occur when ICRS models ignore some procedures of anomalies or CA recognition in computer systems. In addition, it should be noted that the signs partitioning process considered in ICRS for different computer systems is not the same, it is dictated by their work and functional tasks specifics.

Numerous publications [16, 17, 19, 21, 22] related to developing effectiveness evaluation criteria of the CS ES learning and also using a variety of methods in ICRS indicate that there is a need to create a model of a functional effectiveness information index (FEII) of the ES machine learning procedure. This procedure should take into account known statistical and deterministic indicators of optimization the clustering procedure of illegitimate attackers’ actions signs in critically important computer systems (CICS). However, authors of the studies [13, 14, 16, and 17] have not shown examples of practical use of similar decision support systems in cybersecurity tasks. Models proposed by the authors [19 - 21] are difficult for program implementation, in particular due to the difficulty of anomaly detection algorithm in computer systems.

After reviewing previous studies, we believe that to improve the efficiency of cybersecurity expert systems (ES) it's efficient to develop a model for definition of the functional performance information index of their machine learning. The model being developed should take into account the statistical parameters and remote clustering features of cyber threats, cyber attacks and anomalies signs. It also seeks to take into account possible errors of the third type during ES training. This will help to improve the quality and speed of cyber attacks detection.

3. FORMULATION OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEMS

The aim of this work is to develop a model to determine the functional effectiveness information index of the machine learning of the information and cyber security status determining expert system, taking into account known statistical and distance signs clustering indicators of cyber threats, CA, anomalies and errors of the third type that may arise during the recognition of targeted complex
CA on CICS. To meet the goal, it is needed to solve the following problem: to develop the FEII definition model, that is based on Kullback-Leibler divergence information criterion at clustering signs space of anomalies and cyberattacks in CICS.

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The construction of IS ES structural model is a part of the large-scale process of intellectual analysis and data processing in ICTRS.

Within the Intelligent Information Technologies (IIT) used for CS systems learning, the main ACS task is an efficient procedure of transformation of unclear anomalies and CA signs space partitioning into clear recognition objects (RO) class partitions. In particular, it is achieved by the use of an iterative procedure that allows optimization of the ES function parameters in support of high-level IS CICS. The learning process comprises two phases:

- the first phase involves the purposeful search for the global maximum of multiextremal function for the statistical FEII of the CS ES learning in the RO signs workspace;
- the second phase simultaneously determines and restores the optimal separate hyper-surfaces [10, 13, 14], which were built in binary space of anomalies and CA signs detection.

Unclear incoming objects realizations partitioning used for learning is transformed into clear partitions during the optimization of test tolerances for each class of anomalies or CA. As a result, a deliberate values change of ES recognition class, will be as follows:

\[ \pi \mapsto \pi' \]

The parameters that are read from certain sensors or experimental data obtained directly, for example in the course of penetration testing at CIIS, can be used as primary signs.

As secondary signs to detect anomalies and CA, various statistical characteristics can be used, such as certain class realization vectors \( \{ \mathbf{m}_{\pi}^{(j)} \} \), learning sample \( \{ \mathbf{m}_{\pi}^{(j)} \} \) for ULO and others.

The alphabet for (RO) anomalies, threats or CA for the ES \( \{ \mathbf{m}_{\pi}^{(n)} \} \) is formed at the first stage by the system developer involving IS experts.

At the second stage of the alphabet synthesis, with the ES help, the input data processing using clustering methods continues.

As previously shown in works [10, 14, 19] in the case of RO signs dictionary immutability and the alphabet capacity increase, change of the ES asymptotic characteristics is possible. Respectively, this factor can significantly affect the learning procedures functional efficiency for such systems. This is particularly due to increasing the crossing degree of threats, anomalies and CA classes that are a subject of recognition (hereinafter - recognition object or RO).

Let's formalize the ES elements information synthesis. Supposing that the alphabet known classes \( \{ \mathbf{CT}_m^{\pi} \} \) and RO (type «object-feature») MBLM, which respectively describes the \( m \) system state. Herewith, RO MBLM for \( \mathbf{CT}_m^{\pi} \) recognition class, will be as follows:

\[
\mathbf{M}_{\mathbf{m},\pi}^{(j)} = \begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},1}^{(1)} & \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},2}^{(1)} & \ldots & \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},1}^{(n)} & \ldots & \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},n}^{(1)} \\
\mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},1}^{(2)} & \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},2}^{(2)} & \ldots & \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},1}^{(n)} & \ldots & \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},n}^{(2)} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},1}^{(n)} & \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},2}^{(n)} & \ldots & \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},1}^{(n)} & \ldots & \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},n}^{(n)}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

In the matrix (1), the following notations are accepted: matrix line - the RO "submission" realization \( \{ \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},\pi}^{(j)} \} \), \( N \) - RO signs number; column - stochastic study sample \( \{ \mathbf{m}_{\mathbf{m},\pi}^{(j)} \} \) with capacity \( n \).

All possible values of each RO feature can be encoded either in binary form [10, 19, 20], or using
integers [7, 21, 22], where zero corresponds to the unspecified value of the RO feature. In particular, it has the ability to take into account absent, new or not yet provided RO feature values.

CA signs are detected in large numbers of measured data, such as logs, monitoring data and others. This, in turn, requires increasing the information processing speed in ICTRS.

By combining the data into compact clusters, the analysis of typical representatives of each cluster can be done and the decision whether or not this data is a sign of an attack can also be done.

After that, this solution is transferred to all representatives of the studied cluster. This approach significantly reduces the volume required for the information attack successful classification (ULO).

Using intellectual learning technology models (ILTM) [10, 19], let’s present FEII of the self learning capable CS ES as follows:

\[
IND_m^* = \max_{IS} IND_m, \quad (2)
\]

where \( IND_m \) – FEII of machine learning ES procedure in the RO class recognition \( CT_m \); \( IS \) – CICS permissible values.

While ES learning and knowledge base (KB) formation, the system’s work is regulated by the IS specialist, who according to the ES recommendations generates control commands – \( \{CC|hy_m| m = 1, M\} \).

During the development of the ES as a part of ICTRS the question of evaluating the functional efficiency of machine learning procedures is unavoidably raised. In particular, it allows you to determine the maximum asymptotic reliability of decisions, that are taken during ES testing in the process of anomalies and CA specific classes detection. For the ES as a part of ICTRS, entropic measure [13] and the Kullback – Leibler criterion [14] are proposed to be used as information measures.

Given a priori probability of the approval of RO detection hypotheses, the normed entropic FEII value is as follows:

\[
IND = 1 + \sum_{l=1}^{2} \sum_{m=1}^{2} p(hy_m/hy_l) \log_2 p(hy_m/hy_l), \quad (3)
\]

where \( p(hy_l) \) – is a priori approval probability of the assumption (hypothesis) \( hy_l \); \( p(hy_m/\cdot) \) – aposterior approval probability of the assumption \( hy_m \) provided that the adopted hypothesis \( hy_l \); \( M = 2 \) – number of assumptions considered in the process of recognition.

Then normalized entropy FEII of IS ES learning, which takes into account the errors of the 1st and the 2nd type, is as follows:

\[
IND^{(1)} = 1 + 0.5 \left[ \frac{\log_2 \left( p(hy_m/\cdot) \log_2 p(hy_m/\cdot) \cdot \frac{\text{mis1}^{(1)}(cr)}{\text{mis1}^{(1)}(cr) + \text{AU}^{(1)}(cr)} \cdot \frac{\text{mis2}^{(1)}(cr)}{\text{AU}^{(1)}(cr) + \text{mis2}^{(1)}(cr)} \right)}{\text{AU}^{(1)}(cr) + \text{mis2}^{(1)}(cr)} \right] \quad (4)
\]

where \( \text{AU}^{(1)}(cr) \) – is a first validation procedure; \( \text{AU}^{(2)}(cr) \) – second validation procedure; \( \text{mis1}^{(1)}(cr) \) – decisions approval errors of the first type for the IS automated expert system (AES) learning step; \( \text{mis2}^{(1)}(cr) \) – decisions approval errors of the second type for the IS AES learning step; \( cr \) - hyperspherical containers radius [13, 14, 19].

Ensuring the sustainable functioning and reliable information processing in CICS at a random time under the impact of CA is achieved by the realization of the display:

\[
SS \times CA \rightarrow SS_{res} = \{SS_{res}^i\} \quad (5)
\]

where \( SS_{res} \) – is a set of CICS allowed states; \( CA = \{CA_0, CA_1, ..., CA_N\} \) – is a CA realization set.
The functional that defines the general performance indicator of CA counteraction takes into account the recognition efficiency indicator and characterizes the CICS resistance functioning, will be as follows:

\[
IE = F[(SCA, CE), (SS, T, Vil), (CO, CM, ME)]
\]  

(6)

where SCA – is CA scenarios; CE – is RO recognition effectiveness criterion; computer system parameters set: \(T_s\) – time periods of the computer system functional tasks performance; \(Vil\) – computer system vulnerabilities; the threats and CA counteraction parameters set: \(CO\) – computer system regulation parameters; \(CM\) – methods of counteraction to the threats and CA in a computer system; \(ME\) – means of preventing, detecting, analyzing and active counteraction to CA.

In order to determine how the Kullback - Leibler information measure depends on the ES parameters for the option of use of control commands that are based on three alternatives (a case when a decision on changing the dynamics of the parameter \(IE\) is taken), we introduce the following hypotheses: 1) the main working hypothesis (basic) – \(hy_{\gamma_1}: RO\) sign (signs) \(rc_i\) (RS) and \(IE\) indicator is within the CIIS normal state; 2) hypothesis \(hy_{\gamma_2}: RO\) sign (or signs) \(rc_i\) (RS) and \(IE\) indicator suggest that the \(IE\) indicator value is less than normal; 3) hypothesis \(hy_{\gamma_3}: IE\) indicator suggests that the \(IE\) indicator value is higher than normal;

According to the assumptions let’s denote posteriori hypothesis as follows: \(hy_{\mu_1}\) – signs (signs) value belongs to the tolerances field (TF) \(ca\), \(hy_{\mu_2}\) – sign (signs) value is to the left of the TF; \(hy_{\mu_3}\) – sign (signs) value is to the right of the TF.

Due to the previous calculations, we get nine characteristics for allowing three alternative AES solutions:

\[
AU_{2,m}^{(ls)} = p(hy_{\gamma_2}/hy_{\mu_2}) \quad \text{– the second hypothesis validation based on a deviations comparison;}
\]

\[
AU_{3,m}^{(ls)} = p(hy_{\gamma_3}/hy_{\mu_3}) \quad \text{– the second hypothesis validation based on the results of processing the predicate type of a number of episodes calculation when it is determined that the RO realization does not belong to the container } C_{1,m}^o \text{ if indeed } \{ct_{(j)}^i\} \in CT_1^o \text{ and the number of episodes when it is determined that the RO realization belongs to the container } C_{1,m}^o \text{, if they really belong to the } CT_2^o \text{ class;}
\]

\[
\text{mis } 1_{(ls)}^{1,m} = p(hy_{\gamma_1}/hy_{\mu_1}) \quad \text{and}
\]

\[
\text{mis } 1_{(ls)}^{2,m} = p(hy_{\gamma_1}/hy_{\mu_1}) \quad \text{– the number of ES false positives in the process of anomaly or CA detection, respectively;}
\]

\[
\text{mis } 1_{(ls)}^{3,m} = p(hy_{\gamma_1}/hy_{\mu_1}) \quad \text{and}
\]

\[
\text{mis } 2_{(ls)}^{1,m} = p(hy_{\gamma_1}/hy_{\mu_1}) \quad \text{– the number of undetected CA or anomalies in the process of ES work, respectively;}
\]

\[
\text{mis } 3_{(ls)}^{1,m} = p(hy_{\gamma_1}/hy_{\mu_1}) \quad \text{and}
\]

\[
\text{mis } 3_{(ls)}^{2,m} = p(hy_{\gamma_1}/hy_{\mu_1}) \quad \text{– errors of the third type can occur if the model does not take into account some elements of the ES ILTM.}
\]

We also accept:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mis } 1_{(ls)}^{1,m} &= \text{mis } 1_{1,m}^{(ls)} = \text{mis } 1_{2,m}^{(ls)}; \\
\text{mis } 2_{(ls)}^{1,m} &= \text{mis } 1_{1,m}^{(ls)}; \\
\text{mis } 3_{(ls)}^{1,m} &= \text{mis } 3_{1,m}^{(ls)}. \\
\end{align*}
\]  

(7)

Let's calculate the full probabilities \(P_{t,m}^{(ls)}\) and \(P_{f,m}^{(ls)}\) taking assumptions into account (7)

\[
P_{t,m}^{(ls)} = p(hy_{\mu_1})AU_{1,m}^{(ls)} + p(hy_{\mu_2})AU_{2,m}^{(ls)} + p(hy_{\mu_3})AU_{3,m}^{(ls)} + p(hy_{\mu_1})\text{mis } 1_{m}^{(ls)} + p(hy_{\mu_2})\text{mis } 2_{m}^{(ls)} + p(hy_{\mu_3})\text{mis } 3_{m}^{(ls)}. 
\]

(8)
Then, based on the Bernoulli-Laplace principle [13, 14] for three accepted hypotheses we get the following result:

\[
IND_{m}^{(ε)} = \frac{1}{3} \cdot \left[ \frac{AU_{1,m}^{(ε)} + AU_{2,m}^{(ε)} + AU_{3,m}^{(ε)}}{AU_{1,m}^{(ε)} + AU_{2,m}^{(ε)} + AU_{3,m}^{(ε)}} - \left[ mis1_{m}^{(ε)} + mis2_{m}^{(ε)} + mis3_{m}^{(ε)} \right] \right].
\]

(10)

Thus, the received expression (10) which takes into account the modified entropy criterion and the Kullback – Leibler measure is functional from decisions characteristics taken during the recognition of relevant anomalies or CA in CICS. The correct decision rule determines the classification of a parameters vector of known or unknown CA scenarios realization \( SCA_{m}^{CT} \) for \( m \) object and \( CT \) class to one of the known classes \( RS_{m_i}^{CT} \) from \( j \)-th step in the the work of CS means. According to the Bayes criterion the decision rule is as follows:

\[
P \left( RS_{m_i}^{CT} \right) \cdot P \left( \frac{SCA_{m}^{CT}}{RS_{m_i}^{CT}} \right) \geq \]

\[
\geq P \left( RS_{m_k}^{CT} \right) \cdot P \left( \frac{SCA_{m}^{CT}}{RS_{m_i}^{CT}} \right),
\]

(11)

where \( P \left( RS_{m_i}^{CT} \right) \) – is a probability of ES RO (anomalies or cyber-attacks) classification to a class of known RO \( RS_{m_i}^{CT} \); \( P \left( \frac{SCA_{m}^{CT}}{RS_{m_i}^{CT}} \right) \) – is a conditional probability density of ES classification of the detected RO to a known class \( RS_{m_i}^{CT} \); \( P \left( RS_{m_k}^{CT} \right) \) – is a probability of AES RO classification to an unknown RO class \( RS_{m_k}^{CT} \); \( P \left( \frac{SCA_{m}^{CT}}{RS_{m_k}^{CT}} \right) \) – is a conditional probability density of the detected RO ES classification to the unknown class \( RS_{m_k}^{CT} \).

Also based on the Bayes criterion we determine the average decision risk taking «price» in ES as for classifying the unknown RO parameters vector to a class \( RS_{m_i}^{CT} \):

\[
PR \left( \frac{RUL_i}{SCA_{m}^{CT}} \right) =
\]

\[
= \sum_{j=1}^{γ} np \left( \frac{RUL_i}{RS_{m_j}^{CT}} \right) \cdot P \left( \frac{RS_{m_j}^{CT}}{SCA_{m}^{CT}} \right),
\]

(12)

where \( RUL_i \) – is the final rule according to which the RO binary learning vector (BLV) \( SCA_{m}^{CT} \) determines the identity of the object to \( RS_{m_i}^{CT} \); \( np \left( \frac{RUL_i}{RS_{m_j}^{CT}} \right) \) – the ES decision taking nominal «price» \( RUL_i \); \( P \left( \frac{RS_{m_j}^{CT}}{SCA_{m}^{CT}} \right) \) – conditional probability that \( SCA_{m}^{CT} \) is assigned by AES to class \( RS_{m_j}^{CT} \).

For the case when ES takes a comparative analysis of the two binary learning matrices (BLM), the decision rule using Bayes criterion can be written as the following correlation:

\[
\frac{P \left( \frac{SCA_{m}^{CT}}{RS_{m_i}^{CT}} \right)}{P \left( \frac{SCA_{m}^{CT}}{RS_{m_k}^{CT}} \right)} \geq \frac{P \left( RS_{m_i}^{CT} \right)}{P \left( RS_{m_i}^{CT} \right)} \cdot P \left( \frac{RS_{m_k}^{CT}}{SCA_{m}^{CT}} \right). \]

(13)

Thus, the proposed model takes into account known statistical and deterministic (distance) criteria of RO signs clustering optimization procedures at the previous phase capable of learning ES functioning in ICTRS.

5. RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows the main results obtained during the \( IND \) indicator modeling for CA network classes. Fig. 2 shows the results obtained during the \( IND \) indicator modeling for CA on SCADA systems of the transport industry. During the study it was found that it is sufficient to restrict to building the representative length sets 5-7 in the model of «voting» for representative sets of anomalies and CA signs. In comparison to the
method of support vectors [1, 4] ILTM for the small RO signs number (2-4) has a significant advantage index \( \text{IND} \) by 25-50%, but yields at 35-55% to the index \( \text{IND} \), that was received for the hybrid neural network model [5, 7].

The proposed approach of anomalies and CA recognition based on ES ILTM can increase the network CA detection rate in CICS.

Identifying some types of attacks occurs with probability 77-99% with a slight level of false positives. In addition, the proposed method is not IS resource demanding and is capable of detecting unknown types of CA in the computer systems.

The optimal number of clusters for determining \( \text{FEII}_{\text{max}} \) value in ES learning during the research is established, which is 3.

The comparative analysis made on the basis of obtained data during the “threat analyzer” AES test trials [23] and the data contained in [7, 9, 13, 14, 20], for intrusion detection systems (IDS) AIDS - application based IDS, and combined solutions IDS & IPS (Intrusion prevention system), that allow to monitor the network or computer system in real time to detect, prevent or block malicious activity.

These results can be compared with the model developed in previous studies in [7, 9, 13, 14, 20, etc.] methods and mathematical models used in IDS Table 1.

6. PROSPECTS FOR THE DIRECTION DEVELOPMENT

At each step of AES input data clustering, the developed model becomes more effective as more informative signs form into classified learning matrices (CLM).

With a small amount of signs in CLM the effect of the model application will be minor.

The proposed adaptive expert system (AES) realization, compared to the results presented in [4, 7, 9] helped to significantly change approaches to the organization of information security specialist surveyed companies.

The developed model compared with the results obtained for the models presented in works [6, 8, 9, 16, 19, 21], provide significantly fewer required signs for classification of complex targeted cyber attacks on computer systems companies.

Thus, prospects of further research lie in improving the signs knowledge base in the form of a matrix representation and conducting model research on more objects stored in knowledge and databases of the ES.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Model or method</th>
<th>Work in fuzzy signs of attack and the possibility of the algorithm adaptation to the errors of the third type</th>
<th>New signs search</th>
<th>Database to identify anomalies and cyber attacks in the system</th>
<th>The number of input data</th>
<th>Intrusions and normal behavior search, %</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The hierarchical map</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>KDD– 99</td>
<td>Norm–96,4; DoS–96,2; U2R–37,1; R2L–43,1; Probe–94,3</td>
<td>[9, 11, 18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Support vector machines method</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Norm–99,8; DoS–97,5; U2R–86,6; R2L–81,3; Probe–92,8</td>
<td>[1, 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Neural Kohonen</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Norm–97,2; DoS–98; U2R–30,8; R2L–36,5; Probe–92,8</td>
<td>[8, 9, 20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Neural classifier</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Norm–98,5; DoS–98,5; U2R–76,3; R2L–89; Probe–82,5</td>
<td>[5, 7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Genetic neural algorithm</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Norm–96,3; DoS–97,3; U2R–29,8; R2L–9,6; Probe–88,7</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hybrid neural network</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Norm–96; DoS–98,8; U2R–72,8; R2L–33,45; Probe–86,2</td>
<td>[5, 7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Proposed model for adaptive expert system</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10–12</td>
<td>Norm–98,7; DoS–99,1; U2R–76,5; R2L–90; Probe–84,2</td>
<td>[10, 19]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are the research result in this section:
1) the model of the functional efficiency information criterion is developed. It is based on entropy and Kullback - Leibler divergence information criterion at clustering the anomalies and CA signs in CICS, particularly TSICE. The model is capable of receiving a fuzzy incoming classified learning matrix that is used as an object of study, and also to build the correct decision rules for recognizing CA on TSICE;
2) ES tests were conducted in data centers of several railways of Ukraine. It is established that the proposed model and ES «threats analyzer» learning algorithm can achieve recognition results of CA standard classes in the range of 76.5% to 99.1%. Obtained figures are at the level of recognition efficiency of hybrid neural networks and genetic algorithms. It was established that the optimal number of clusters to determine \( \max \) FEII value in ES learning and partitioning signs space of anomalies or CA for computer systems, equals 3.
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